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Introducing the TRAX-5 powered by the latest Intel Quad-core CPU, performs the work of several systems enabling users to consolidate multiple functions on a single platform regardless of vendor.

TRAX-5

- Blazing fast speed - Intel Quad-core CPU
- High performance video – GPU with four execution units
- Performs the work of several systems
- Custom I/O tailored to your application
- Field-proven in extreme environments on six continents

The standard product is an open system hardware design powered by the latest Intel Quad-core CPU, enabling users to consolidate multiple functions on a single platform regardless of vendor.

Custom versions can be readily developed to meet your specific applications through hardware interface options for an innovative solution.

The TRAX-5 excels in mobile applications requiring maximum survivability in harsh environments. The high level of hardware integration reduces hardware clutter, simplifies field installs saving time and money.

With integration of third party applications you can “Do More With Less”.

Custom versions including options for CAN Bus, DIO, WiFi, etc.